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TDU Nationals 2009 in Christchurch – clockwise from top right. Start of petrol hydro heat, Damien
Baker’s Thunderboat exiting turn, final day the Canterbury Club with Thunder Down Under Trophy for top
club at the Nats Patron Peter Knight and President Steve Trott at evening trophy presentations.
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Editorial
At last I have managed to get the first edition of Propshaft out for the year. Truth is there wasn’t a lot of
copy in my hands until about two weeks ago once the Nationals report was included. Remember it is your
newsletter to report your own activities, even if it is a brief note for ‘Club News’ and even this seems to be
left to me writing about Wellington activity. Included also in this issue is a technical article by Glenn Cupit,
a US boat modeller in the 1970’s and since then involved in full size race boats since then. This is good
technical stuff and well worth study by those of us who like to get the best out of our boats.

Subscriptions
These are now due and include a plea from our Treasurer and Secretary to follow the instructions on the
APPLICATION FORM at the rear. This is not just about getting the $ in the bank it is also about ensuring
that our records of members details are kept up to date and it will make the jobs of those that administer
the business of the NZMPBA on a voluntary basis a pleasure rather than a hassle. At worst we may end
up with your $ and no record of it against your name and this has been happening.

Presidents Report No 1 2009.
Where to start? At the start I guess!
Firstly, thankyou all for allowing me the privilege of continuing to head up this fantastic and growing
organization.
Congratulations to the new committee on your new positions, but remember my comment from my AGM
report, there is work to do and I make no apology in delegating that work out and chasing you to get it
done!! It is all in aid of better serving the membership and adding value to what we do and generating
even more new memberships, meaningful memberships that are enjoyable and will be retained for a long
time to come.
Since the start of the year, in only some 4 months we have seen the following take place…
Demonstrations at the Tauranga round of the World GP Hydros
Demonstrations at the Karapiro round of the World GP Hydros
The AGM
Wellington Offshore event
SUHA round 3
Central Clubs “Open Oval Fest”
2009 Thunder Down Under NZMPBA Championships
That’s a hell of a start to the year, congratulations to all those concerned with organizing and supporting
the events, keep it up, however, we must be careful not to overcook it with too many events. If you have
an event you want to run, check it out via the committee first so it can be formalised to the Calendar of
Events.
The committee is currently compiling a massive list of wants and needs, and a wish list to boot…. if you
have some thing in mind, let us know what it is. We will soon be having a committee meeting where all
the ideas will be catalogued and then prioritised. We will then for all intense purposes give each
committee member a portfolio to deal with and work on until we get the desired result.
Believe me when I say we already have a massive task list, if we were to have it all in place tomorrow you
would be astonished at the wide ranging and positive impact it would all have… but alas, we are but a
bunch of volunteers so it will take time, but it will get done and you will enjoy the outcomes. Remember
the committee maintains an “Open door Policy” if you want to attend the meetings you can, if you want to
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help with some of the projects externally you can, we already have several helpers in specialist positions
helping at that level and it is fantastic and well appreciated.
We will keep you updated with progress, keep an eye on the web site, it might get a little messy at times
as it will be undergoing a revamp over the next while.
Keep supporting all the events that are being organized and run, at the end of the day that’s what this is
all about.
Lastly, my sincere thanks to all those in the Canterbury Club that just hosted one of the most memorable
Nationals events… my thanks also to the committee who all worked as a team running the event…and
extra special thanks to our Patron, Peter Knight senior for giving the event “ his seal of approval”…
Well done to all, it sets the bar just that bit higher again…

See you all at the water somewhere soon.
Regards,
Steve Trott,
President,
NZMPBA.

AGM 2009 Summary –
Reported By Peter Collier outgoing Secretary
Election of officers
New Officers were elected as follows:
Patron:
President:
Vice President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

Peter Knight
Steve Trott
Dean Harris
Andrew O’Neill
Kerry O’Reilly

Committee:

Gordon White, Bob Gutsell, Kim Kockott, Tony Kockott, Tony Christiansen

Remits: An extensive list of remits were discussed and voted on. Remits that were passed have been
incorporated in the rule book, which is available on the website or by request from the Secretary.
Subscriptions have been increased to $40 for full membership but there is a graduated scale for various
classes of membership as detailed on the application form at the back of this addition. Subs are now due,
please follow instructions on application form, this is important for the admin procedures by the Treasurer
and Secretary.
Advertising in Propshaft – A brief discussion arrived at a protocol for Model Merchants to advertise in
Propshaft. Basically for an annual donation to the Treasurer this will entitle the Advertiser to an A4 size
advert in each edition that calendar year.
Full copies of the 2009 AGM minutes are available from the Secretary in electronic form only.

Presidents Report, 2009 AGM.
I must start by saying thankyou to the committee for their efforts maintaining a high workload through
what have been some very challenging issues and critical time frames.
There are a number of committee members who have served us all exceptionally well for a very long time
who are making the decision to step back from those roles this time round, to start enjoying what we do at
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another level, I wish to sincerely thank these members for the time, effort and dedication they have
applied for so long, you will be sorely missed, however, this does open the door for “new blood” to come
on board and bring new perspective and enthusiasm to the team.
When I stepped into the Presidents role some 10 months ago I had set out a very long list of objectives,
too long to repeat now, but rest assured that many of these objectives have been achieved, but with a
long way to go yet. We have experienced an influx of new memberships, well beyond our initial targets,
we need to maintain this growth and focus on retention, input from the general membership is exactly
what we need to see continue so that we are assured we are doing things that the membership want and
need.
We have seen the first stand alone National Championships held for the first time in some 3 years, to
some degree it was experimental with the format being all Oval racing, bar the Offshore events.
We had a fantastic entry level with more rookies in attendance than that we have ever seen before,
despite constantly changing and challenging weather conditions all appeared to have enjoyed themselves
greatly. Congratulations to the Central Club on winning the “Thunder Down Under Trophy”
I encourage you to please make the effort to support the next National Championships in Christchurch
this Easter, the club there have worked hard to secure a fantastic venue being Lake Rua, a privately
owned site that will offer us a magnificent site to race at. I hope that this event will provide the
springboard for our South Island membership to realize a lot more activity and continue to create new
memberships enhancing our overall growth.
We also experienced a 3 round Offshore series that was well supported, this is set to continue this year
and include the Wellington Offshore as round 1, making the overall series a 4 round challenge this time.
If this aspect of our hobby is not something you have tried before, I highly recommend it; it provides its
own unique set of challenges, which I am sure you would enjoy.
During March there is an Open Oval event to be contested at Lake Hakanoa, Huntly. This follows a new
direction of thinking where you simply enter 1 preferred frequency, and bring as many boats set up on
that frequency as you like, the challenge is to run the right boat at the right time based on conditions and
other boats you see lining up for the next heat you are in etc…this will be another of the great events to
occur this year.
SUHA continues to provide a great series for scale hydro enthusiasts, if this is your thing, get in there and
support it!
There are any number of other events planned through out the year, please support these where you can,
remember these events are devised and hosted by volunteers who simply want to make some events
happen so that we might all have some fun.
Individual regional club activity has also been on a high, the NZ Association continues to work on ideas
and resources to assist all clubs with activity and growth, this is our real “breeding ground”. I wish to
acknowledge and thank all the unsung workers at club level, who continue to make good things happen.
The NZMPBA Forum and website have provided fantastic communication mediums, these regularly
updated and active sites have provided all sorts of opportunities with regards promotion of what we do
and easy internal communication with any and all other members, if you have not yet registered for the
forum, I suggest you do soon.
Lastly, I wish the incoming committee, about to be elected, the best of luck, for those accepting
nominations, be under no illusion, there is lots of work to be done and successful outcomes will rest on
your ability to achieve ongoing objectives and set new goals.
Regards,
Steve Trott
President, NZMPBA.
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2009 THUNDER DOWN UNDER NZ CHAMPS
CHRISTCHURCH, LAKE RUA. – By Steve Trott
You could have been there, you should have been there ! One of the most memorable regattas I have
ever experienced!
27 Competitors, over 170 individual event entries, 23 classes ( 8 Petrol, 13 Nitro, 2 mixed) 15 hours of on
water race time to get through, not allowing for any stoppages or breaks.
The Christchurch crew delivered us a new venue which was absolutely perfect, big enough that there was
plenty of race room but small enough and surrounded by trees that with breeze it stayed flat with only a
wind ripple at times.
We experienced perfectly clear fine warm days every day, the only anomaly being the fog, which took a
while to clear on the last morning.
The facilities on offer, a constructed drivers platform, catering tent and caravan for race control, marked
off safe viewing areas for the public and pit area for competitors etc all added to the quality of the venue.
We had mixed the event up to keep the racing varied and interesting, it also gave time between heats for
those with issues to get sorted, we usually ran a couple of petrol heats then a couple of nitro heats, we
used the “Hot and Cold” pit system which also worked brilliantly, mainly because everyone cooperated
and got on with the task at hand.
The Christchurch club concentrated on being the perfect host, running the catering all day every day, also
manning the rescue boats for the whole event, well done and thanks to those people who tirelessly
worked in those areas.
We had a good group of the NZ Committee there which was fantastic, we allocated out the Race Director
job for all the different races and heats which meant we all had a fair go at running in our own races
without too much compromise.
We were privileged to have our Patron, Peter Knight Sen in attendance; he offered us some special
thoughts and tips at the formal opening as well as starting the first race of the regatta. He also assisted us
during the prize giving, again offering kind words of praise and support, and presenting place cards and
trophy’s to all the place getters.
The racing was fantastic, close and clean with very little being given away in penalties, I don’t remember
any big crashes apart from that of Murray Smithson putting his boat up the bank while trying to avoid a
dead boat and the rescue boat, having various bits of his boat fly back into the water of which he went
swimming for later showing us those sexy ( not ! ) white spindles of his, he picked up the “Hard
Luck”Trophy for that effort !
Another special mention goes to Matty Cook, a young fella on the rise, he drove with a maturity that some
of us could learn from, doing very well in the events he entered and picking up “ Most Improved” for his
efforts.
Ant Schroder took away the coveted “Rookies Cup”, well done Ant, it is some thing to cherish, all the
other rookies will be envious of your achievement.
The Prize Giving function was relaxed and fun, Tony Christiansen gave us a great insight into his
experience of becoming involved in the hobby /sport over the last 2 years or so and threw in a couple of
other amusing stories to boot.
His “buried upto the waist in sand” story was the real laugh for me….you had to be there…
Kim Kockott has taken quite a number of photos of the event and trust that we will all get to enjoy viewing
these soon on the High Performance Models website and probably some on the forum, take the time to
have a look. If you weren’t at the event it will help you to perhaps realize what you missed out on….
In closing, I congratulate all the winners, and hope it inspires you onto even better things, to those who
missed out, I am sure you still enjoyed the event and now realize what it takes to become a National
Champion, dedication, preparation and practice.
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To the Canterbury Club, thank you all for your fantastic hospitality and work in hosting the event, keep up
the momentum it has provided, I am sure I speak for all in saying we look forward to the next regatta at
your place!!
To the North Islanders who travelled down, thankyou for making the effort, I am sure if you enjoyed it half
as much as I did, you will not hesitate to go again…
Regards, Steve Trott.
More Nats pics

Clockwise from top, drivers brief on the fine weather days, fog delays racing on the final morning,
Tony Christiansen entertains at the prize giving (if you are wondering what he is doing with his
hands he is rowing the rescue boat), to pit scene.
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Results.
A ENDURANCE
1
2
3

T KOCKOTT
H LERM
D STEENHART

B MARATHON
28 LAPS
25
20

1
2
3
4

S TROTT
H LERM
D STEENHART
M SMITHSON

48 LAPS
46
39
7

B ENDURANCE.
C2 MARATHON
1
2
3
4
5
6

D STEENHART
H LERM
S TROTT
M GAY
T KOCKOTT
M SMITHSON

41 LAPS
40
37
36
22
13

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

C1 ENDURANCE
1
2
3
4
5
6

M SMITHSON
A SCHRODER
M COOK
M GAY
S TROTT
P COLLIER

47 LAPS
45.5
45.2
45
34
27

H LERM
T CHRISTIANSEN
S TROTT
G WHITE
T KOCKOTT
P COLLIER
B KIRK
A O’NEILL
M SMITHSON

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

44 LAPS
37
31
30
26
18
13
8
3

B KIRK
T BELLE
G BARKER
D MATTHEWS
A O’NEILL
G KELMAN
G PALMER

1
M GAY
2
P COLLIER
3
S TROTT
REST DNS

B KIRK
M SMITHSON
A SCHRODER

51 LAPS
43
38
36
18
8
2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

A O’NEILL
T KOCKOTT
H LERM
D STEENHART

1200
750
675

S TROTT
C HOLDAWAY
M SMITHSON
D MATTHEWS
M COOK
A SCHRODER
P COLLIER

1350
1200
925
802
394
338
225

C2 MONO OVAL SPRINT
51 LAPS ( P2)
47
( C1)
45.5
( C1 )

1
H LERM
2
T KOCKOTT
3
S TROTT
4
G WHITE
5
M SMITHSON
REST DNS

A MARATHON
1
2
3
4

56 LAPS
53
45
40
38
37
3

C1 MONO OVAL SPRINT

ENDURANCE CUP
1
2
3

A O’NEILL
T CHRISTIANSEN
D MATTHEWS
G BARKER
B KIRK
T BELLE
G PALMER

B MONO OVAL SPRINT

P2 ENDURANCE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

62 LAPS
57
53
43
40
37
36
35
13
24

P2 MARATHON

C2 ENDURANCE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

H LERM
P COLLIER
S TROTT
M COOK
B KIRK
A SCHRODER
M SMITHSON
T CHRISTIANSEN
T KOCKOTT
G WHITE

45 LAPS
36
24
20
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1125
1100
1050
419
25

P2 MONO OVAL SPRINT
1
A O’NEILL
2
B KIRK
3
G PALMER
4
G KELMAN
5
G BARKER
REST DNS

THUNDERBOAT T1
1275
675
650
450
325

1
T BELLE
2
D BAKER
3
G PALMER
REST DNS

1000
825
225

THUNDERBOAT T2
C2 TUNNEL OVAL SPRINT
1
B KIRK
2
A O’NEILL
3
T CHRISTIANSEN
4
P COLLIER
5
C CLARK
REST DNS

1
T BELLE
2
D BAKER
3
A O’NEILL
REST DNS

1100
994
650
469
25

OPEN OVAL

P2 TUNNEL OVAL SPRINT
1
A O’NEILL
2
G PALMER
3
T BELLE
4
B KIRK
5
G BARKER
6
G KELMAN
REST DNS

1
S TROTT
2
D BAKER
3
B KIRK
4
A SCHRODER
5
T CHRISTIANSEN
6
M DEAN
7
T KOCKOTT
8
T BELLE
9
G BARKER
10
M SMITHSON
11
G PALMER
12
G WHITE
13
A O’NEILL
14
P COLLIER
15
G KELMAN
REST DNS

1369
975
952
950
700
194

B HYDRO
1
S TROTT
2
P COLLIER
3
M GAY
REST DNS

1300
825
700

C2 HYDRO
1
S TROTT
2
A SCHRODER
3
D STEENHART
4
P COLLIER
REST DNS

1
A O’NEILL
THUNDERBOAT

1600
900
275
50

MOST IMPROVED BOATER
1

M COOK

ENGINE BREAKERS AWARD
1125
825
775
644
625

A O’NEILL

1

HARD LUCK AWARD
1

M SMITHSON

ROOKIES CUP
SPORT PETROL HYDRO
1
1
B KIRK
2
T KOCKOTT
3
T CHRISTIANSEN
4
D BAKER
5
M DEAN
6
G KELMAN
REST DNS

1500
1225
1100
1025
950
777
750
725
625
521
500
465
419
394
194

BEST PRESENTED RACE BOAT

P2 HYDRO
1
B KIRK
2
D BAKER
3
T CHRISTIANSEN
4
T KOCKOTT
5
M DEAN
REST DNS

1225
725
25

1350
1325
500
494
294
152

A SCHRODER

KING OF NATIONALS
1
2
3
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S TROTT
H LERM
A O’NEILL

MOUNTAIN DEW

PRESIDENTS CUP
1
2
3

S TROTT
H LERM
A O’NEILL

CHAMPION CLUB
NZ 1
NZ 2
NZ 3

1
2
3
4

CANTERBURY MPBC
CENTRAL MPBC
MARLBOROUGH
WELLINGTON

2330PTS
2210
680
380

THUNDER DOWN UNDER TROPHY
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
S TROTT

OPEN OVAL FEST
Lake Hakanoa, Huntly, 8th March 2009. By Steve Trott
This event didn’t get off to the greatest start, the weather bomb put paid to the original planned day so we
postponed until the next Sunday, in the end it worked out for the best as the weather accommodated us
much better and we had received a few extra entries by then too. 14 in Total.
Basically a fine warm day with a blustery westerly at times the offered up varying conditions in the back
straight area.
The idea of the day was that you enter one frequency and bring as many boats as you like on that
frequency, you then have the challenge of running the right boat at the right time or if problems are
encountered then just pull out another boat !
You also needed to be aware of what others were going to run in each heat, so as to stay as competitive
as possible given a range of things to consider…
The event was run on a random draw where there were 4 boat heats, each person got to run 4 heats per
round, we were trying out the points per place system with the appropriate penalty of 50 points at time if
you cut or nudged a marker.
This worked very well overall, if one considers that each marker buoy was rounded approximately 672
times during the day, and I brought home no damaged markers and no one had damaged boats, then
that’s a great result !
In any case, the event was reasonably quick fire through the heats, no real need for a lot of down time, it
kept everyone on their toes all day, after we had completed round one I announced the positions and
points, I don’t know if that was a good or bad thing as it may have added a bit of pressure for a few…
A pleasing aspect was that we had a number of rookies at the event, Jae, Dave, Jason, all of Papamoa,
all of whom represented themselves well, unfortunately as the day progressed Dave and Jason had
th
mechanical issues which put the brakes on, Jae however, got right through and picked up a creditable 4
place overall.
Paul Lindberg had the best run of the day, rarely missing a first place in any of his heats, in fact some one
suggested he should change his name to Lindburgler !! Cause he robbed us all of wins !!
Tony Christiansen is motivated to raise funds for the Central club which is admirable, anytime some one
beat him in a race he would invariably ask if they had paid their entry fee !!
Bob Gutsell was picked out by our VP, Dean Harris, for Tit of The Day, this was reward for Bob showing
up to go boating in jandels, bank tuning and launching his own Big Red petrol deep vee and nearly taking
his own toes off in the process, not only that as his hands were so full of boat he had put the transmitter
on the bank behind him, he let the boat go at good revs then proceeded to turn around and start
searching for his transmitter !!
The day was finished off with a 10 lap enter “if you dare” race…again won by Paul Lindburgler !
All in all a fantastic day of fun was enjoyed by all, there is certainly good cause to organize and run
another event the same a little later in the year, hopefully we will get even more entries next time…
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Results as follows.
Open Oval.
st

1
nd
2
rd
3
th
4
th
5
th
6
th
7
th
8
th
9
th
10
th
11
th
12

P Lindberg
D Harris
S Trott
J Taylor
A O’Neill
L Jacobs
P Walmsley
T Christiansen
B Gutsell
J Turvey
D Crane
N Plumpton

King of Lake 10 Lapper.
st

2950 pts
2550
2075
1944
1825
1725
1575
1544
1469
800
525
475

1
nd
2
rd
3

P Lindberg
B Gutsell
L Jacobs

WELLYWOOD OFFSHORE REPORT 2009
By Wayne McNaught
The weather for this year’s offshore was very doubtful right up until Saturday evening as we were on the
end of one Wellington’s famous southerly winds and it wasn’t keen to go away just yet. What a relief
when Sunday dawned fine and calm.
The set up crew headed for the venue and John B, Ian G and myself headed for the ferry terminal to pick
up the guys from Picton. After a short drive out to Seaview it was time to get into regatta mode. After
driver’s brief open water practice allowed those that hadn’t boated for a while to get the cobwebs out of
their heads and sort out their tune ups for the day.
Twenty competitors turned up with a variety of boats to contest the day. Early on the faster boats
certainly had an advantage but by the time Heat 1 rolled around things were a little bit rougher and the
wide spread of laps scored, Nil to 19 showed that the best piece of advice at driver’s brief was going to
need adhering too.
“You cannot win this event in the First Heat”.
Heat 2 got everyone on the board (just) with only half the field in the teens. Heat 3, funnily enough,
netted the same result. Gordon White and Birmey Korving made the long drive from Hamilton and Birmey
showed early on he wasn’t here to muck around with 16 laps in Heat 1. Gordon must have taken note of
the driver’s brief and netted a respectable 14 laps with considerate driving. Obviously careful driving
wasn’t much fun for him as his next scores were 7 and 8 laps for Heat 2 and Heat 3, but boy were they
spectacular or what! Gordon’s boat was ballistic but couldn’t quite handle the waves. (Note for next
year). Considerate or ballistic, you choose.
Murray Smithson had a mare of a day with his OS powered Apache. The motor wasn’t home and no
amount of coaxing would get it more than half a lap. Seeing this level of frustration promoted me to give
him my boat to run for Heat 3 and Murray scored a respectable 15 laps which put him in the top six or so
for this heat. It was good to see a smile.
Malc Russell came up from the Mainland with two boats, the smaller being an A Deep Vee which he
bravely piloted for the first three heats. 21 laps for the heats was a great effort for such a small boat. He
ran his cat hull in the final and totaled 51 laps overall. Great effort.
Brian Anderson found out early that his Avenger Cat wasn’t really the best option for the offshore. I
applaud his tenacity and he scored in every heat netting 29 overall. Maybe a Deep Vee next year Brian.
Ant Schroder’s orange cigarette was sporting a Rebuilt ASP61 and showed early promise with 16 laps in
Heat 1 and Heat 2. Heat 3 only netted 3 laps. So the best two out of three certainly fell in his favour
here.
The Matt and Glen show. What can I say. Matt’s Deep Vee ran well in the heats but didn’t deliver in the
final limiting him to a total of 56 overall. Glen was driving Matty Junior’s boat, which in the past has done
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very well. This was not the case at this event. Maybe Matt felt threatened and used a special tune up for
Glen to use?
Paul Bretherton was another one to find out how difficult it is to run a C2 cat in the offshore. His ASP 91
wasn’t being very friendly and seriously limited the potential on the day.
Radio gear problems dictated that Pieter Lokum had to run his spare boat right from the get go and his
second heat netted a creditable 15 laps. Heat 3 wasn’t so good on 4 laps but his final of 32 laps was a
ripper.
Team COB, Peter, Tony and John B had mixed fortunes with Tony coming out on top with some excellent
driving (as usual) to give him 35 laps in the heats and funnily enough 35 laps in the final as well.
Darrell Hansen must have been driving in stealthy mode. He circulated out of trouble and scored very
well in all his heats. His finals score must have involved taking a brave pill and his 42 laps sealed his
Event WIN for 2009.
Hard Luck Award this year goes to Leigh Marsden his OS46 VRM powered Deep Vee looked great in
Heat 1 until his radio box parted company with the boat. A hasty repair with some 3 minute epoxy I had
in my tool box seemed to do the job but it failed early in Heat 2 again. Thanks for travelling down from
Palmy Leigh. Sorry the day wasn’t more successful for you.
CONGRATS to Darrell for taking out the event this year on 75 laps and to Tony for keeping him honest,
close behind on 70. C1 class was again the most popular with 9 out of 20 boats using this power and of
these the ASP61 seemed to be the motor of choice.
THANKS TO ALL OF THE HELPERS that made this event happen, without you it wouldn’t happen. And
a big thank you to J & N Gifts and Hobbies for supplying the prizes for this year’s event. These were
given away by random draw at prize giving and were very much appreciated.
The next round of the Wellington Offshore series will be held at our Club Venue, Sladden Park on
Sunday, 3 May 2009. Hope to see you there.
Overall Top 3 - All Classes
Darrell Hansen

1st

75 laps

C2 Class

Tony Rutledge

2nd

70 laps

C1 Class

Birmey Korving

3rd

67 laps

C2 Class

Top 3 in Heats 1, 2 and 3
Wayne McNaught

1st

36 laps

Tony Rutledge

2nd

35 laps

Darrell Hansen

3rd =

33 laps

Matt Gay

3rd =

33 laps

Wellington Model Power Boat Club offshore 2009 results.
Entrant name

Class

Heat1

heat 2

Heat 3

Best 2

Final

Overall

Wayne McNaught

C2

19 laps

1 lap

17 laps

36 laps

30 laps

66 laps

Tony Rutledge

C1

15 laps

18 laps

17 laps

35 laps

35 laps

70 laps

Pieter Lokum

C1

nil

15 laps

4 laps

19 laps

32 laps

51 laps

Peter Collier

C1

13 laps

11 laps

19 laps

32 laps

23 laps

55 laps

Paul Bretherton

C2

Nil

4 laps

1 lap

5 laps

Nil

5 laps

Nigel Wong

C1

10 laps

8 laps

13 laps

23 laps

5 laps

28 laps

Murray Smithson

C2

Nil

3 laps

15 laps

18 laps

Nil

18 laps

Matt Gay

C1

16 laps

17 laps

13 laps

33 laps

23 laps

56 laps

Malc Russell

A

10 laps

11 laps

7 laps

21 laps

30 laps

51 laps
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Leigh Marsden

B

4 laps

4 laps

nil

8 laps

nil

8 laps

John Belworthy

C1

17 laps

15 laps

10 laps

32 laps

31 laps

63 laps

Jeremy White

C1

8 laps

2 laps

Nil

10 laps

5 laps

15 laps

Ian Godfrey

P2

4 laps

1 lap

Nil

5 laps

Nil

5 laps

Gordon White

C2

14 laps

7 laps

8 laps

22 laps

Nil

22 laps

Glen Odonnell

C1

11 laps

11 laps

15 laps

26 laps

5 laps

31 laps

Darrell Hansen

C2

17 laps

15 laps

16 laps

33 laps

42 laps

75 laps

Brian Anderson

C2

4 laps

5 laps

6 laps

11 laps

18 laps

29 laps

Birmey Korving

C2

16 laps

15 laps

16 laps

32 laps

35 laps

67 laps

Ant Schroder

C1

16 laps

16 laps

3 laps

32 laps

25 laps

57 laps

The Tauranga 100 Offshore, Round 3, Series Finale,
November 22nd.
Reported by Bob Gutsell
In stark contrast to the two previous rounds, competitors were greeted by warm sunny conditions with a
gentle breeze from the Nor’ East.
14 Competitors from Napier, Taupo, Tauranga, Auckland and, of course Hamilton, turned up to compete
round and Series honours in the final round of the Hamilton Model Power Boat Club Offshore series.
Particularly notable was the emergence of the Tauranga contingent that Steve has been quietly working
on over the last few months.
The course for the racing was the once again the familiar “m” shaped endurance course except run in a
clockwise direction. The format of the racing was advertised 2 X 20 minute heats followed by a 60 minute
final heat for each boat.
The venue was one Steve had found after endlessly searching the greater Tauranga Harbour waterfront
for suitable venue. Upon our arrival we were greeted by a challenge we hadn’t thought of……Low tide!
There was still plenty of water, the problem was the mud between the grassy bank and the waters edge.
Jocelyn Plumpton was first to sample the full extent of the death grip of the mud. After wading through it
to launch Neil’s boat, she went to run to return to the bank, only to find she could not move her feet!
Further efforts to stamp out of the mud only worsened the problem. No worries, it was Newbie Jae to the
rescue, 5 minutes later he was stuck too. So it was your’s truly to try and drag both of them out, and you
guessed it, I got stuck too. So we dragged Jocelyn out minus one of her gumboots, then next we got Jae
moving again. And then I tried to get Jocelyn’s boot out of the mire, well there was a time when we all
thought that boot had seen it’s last days on this mortal coyle. After much grunting we managed to free it
from the death grip of the mud and it was re-united with it’s very grateful owner. So then all I had to do
was get myself out.
The problem of the mud made access to launching sites very difficult from both a physical and safety
perspective and it was very quickly identified that Starts were going to be a problem. So for the heats we
adopted an approach of getting all the boats on the water then starting the race countdown. It was
something of a longwinded affair to get a race started but it worked and we got to do our racing.
Similarly to previous events, the draw was relatively straight forward, almost half the entries were nitro
powered and the remainder were petrol powered and the field was evenly split into two groups containing
largely nitro and petrol boats separately. Each of the two groups ran their 2 X 20 minute heats separately,
and then the final race was run with the remainder of both groups together.
The first heat was Group one, mainly nitros was won by the returning seasoned campaigner Birmy
Korving. His boat being perfectly weighted, powered an driven took out the first heat with 34 laps. Closely
followed by Neil Plumpton with 30 laps and Ian Jacobs with the ever consistent outlaw with 26 laps.
The first heat of the big boys with the big Petrol cats and monos Dave cranes new 64” Quickdraw
powered Cat was very impressive and seemed to handle the conditions perfectly. However the trials and
tribulations of learning to drive a new boat meant that things Dave didn’t get everything his way and the
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race was ultimately won by moir and “Big Red” on 34 laps, Followed by Leon Jacobs with outlaw on 27
laps followed by Phil Walmsley in third place with 22 laps.
The second heat for group 1 was much closer affair with only 1 lap separating each of the first 3 places.
This heat was taken out by Mr “Goldrush” himself, Andrew Meek with 33 Laps, Kerry O’reilly had a great
race to finish in second place with 32 laps for the good ship Malboro, and Birmy Korving brought up third
place with 31 Laps.
The second heat for Group 2 was a similar affair, with 1 lap separating First and second places. First
place was taken once again by yours truly and Big Red on 25 Laps, but very closely followed 1 lap behind
by Phil Walmsley’s “Scott Electrical” on 24 Laps with Tony Kockott featuring in third with 8 Laps..
Lunch was then held and took the form of the traditional Barbecue of Sausies, onions and bread.
Following lunch The remaining boats from both groups were combined into one and the final 60 minute
heat was commenced. Overall it was a fairly uneventful race and was ultimately won by Birmy Korving
with 63 Laps, followed by Kerry O’Reilly with 57 Laps with Ian Jacobs and Phil Walmsley tied for third
place with 56 laps each.
Following the completion of the 60 minute race, laps were tallied up and the winners announced.
Third place went to Kerry O’Reilly with 111 Laps, Second place was none other than Neil Plumpton, and
First place went to Birmy Korving.
After the second round of the series saw Andrew Meek leading the field
with 192 points Neil Plumpton with 149 points and Phil Walmsley taking
out third place after competing only one round! The leads these
gentlemen had did not seem unassailable, but given their consistent
performances at Tauranga, that’s exactly how the series finished.
Consistent performances over all three rounds for both Andrew and
Neil rewarded them with the Championship and second place
respectively. While an exceptional performance from Phil Walmsley at
Taupo set him up nicely for Tauranga.
Well that was it for the 2008 Offshore series. It’s been a fun way to get
back into the sport for a lot of us, It’s been really cool to see people like
Kerry O’reilly and their boats make such steady improvement
throughout the series, and also to see new members being attracted to
the sport in each location. It’s been absolutely awesome to see the
quality of boats, the reliability and driving ability constantly improve
over the course of the series.
Thanks to all those who have supported the event across this year’s
three rounds, along with special mention to the area organisers Kerry
O’reilly for Taupo, and Steve Trott for Tauranga. Special mention also
goes to Gordon White for all the work he has put into organising buoys
for the events and the nationals and his tireless efforts in keeping
rescue craft and engines running.
Thanks finally to the Hamilton club, for getting in behind and making
this series one of the Model boating highlights of 2008.
So if you missed this series in 2008 don’t let the same thing happen in
th
2009. The first round is the Hamilton 100 on Saturday June 20 , 2009
The format will be much the same as last year, except this year will see
more stringent enforcement of the Boat rules and consolidation of the
multitude of classes offered last year into simply Class one for Petrol
and large nitro engines, Class 2 for the nitro classes from side exhaust
61’s down to 0.33 cu. Last but not least is the Pro-boat class.
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Birmy Korving
Neil Plumpton
Kerry O'Reilly
Ian Jacobs
Andrew Meek
Phil Walmsley
Bob Gutsell
Leon Jacobs
Anthony Inskeep
Dave Crane
Tony Kockott
Steve Trott
Gordon White
Jae Taylor

128
112
111
107
102
102
101
27
23
19
14
7
0
0

Andrew Meek
Neil Plumpton
Phil Walmsley
Kerry O'reilly
Bob Gutsell
Ian Jacobs
Leon Jacobs
Birmy Korving
Tony Christiansen
Damien Baker
Steve Trott
Graeme DePina
Stan Shrimpton
Kahn Johnson
Gordon White
Damien Van Heusen
Dean Harris
Rex Anderson

294
261
233
193
186
148
146
144
126
89
89
83
66
6
5
4
2
1

Club News
Obituary - Oscar (BINNS)
I am sad to say that we had to put Oscar down on the 2nd September 08.
He was more than 16 years old (112 dog years) and after several visits to the vet she said that he was
well passed his "used by date".
Even so this was one of the hardest things I have had to do.
Oscar was always around and he greeted everyone with a friendly bark and a wagging tale.
He always enjoyed boating weekends because it
allowed him to play his favorite game "get out the
gate first" and I think at some stage he had the better
of everyone who stayed or visited his home over a
busy boating weekend (LM, Nitro, Elvis, Gismo, Tui,
Gerg, Harry and JT).
He was also happy to assist with entertainment during
in-house social functions.
The only time he would get a bit pissed with the
visitors is when someone would pinch his seat in front
of the heater on a cold night after a days boating, he
would just sit there and dish out the evil eye until they
moved (eh Tony).
Oscar was well known and well liked by everyone and I am sure he will missed by you just as much as he
is missed by us.
Nitro you had better email any requests for accommodation to me now rather than asking Oscar if you
can share some of his space in the laundry.
Regards to all,
Binns Family.

Wellington MPBC –Reported by Peter Collier
rd

Our second offshore race was held on 3 may with 12 competitors all locals except Leigh Marsden
making the trip from Palmerston North. Fine calm weather greeted us after the miserable weather the
week before the river level had dropped but there was still the odd obstruction floating through the course
to make things interesting/frustrating. The calm weather lasted for the first two rounds of races making it
ideal Tunnel hull conditions before the expected southerly made its presence felt gently at first and
eventually turning conditions in favour of the Deep Vees, so there was something for everyone. No results
at the time of going to press, perhaps in the next Propshaft.

Calm water in Wellington you bet and the pit scene, ok it was before racing started

Bright Ideas –
Your ideas here? Tell us about them
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Technical Talk
Part 1: RUDDERS and TURN FINS and ~ ~ A LITTLE MORE
By Glenn Cupit glenncupit@msn.com © June, 2003 (up-dated 4-28-05)
This discussion will be about RUDDER and TURN FIN dynamics on model race boats.
PREFACE

I would like to begin by noting that I am NOT an engineer or academic.
This is not a scientific paper. I don’t offer myself as an expert by any means.
I offer no conclusions that have not been substantiated by my personal experience.
My comments are from empirical observations and my experience with model and full-scale race
boats over the past 36 years. This discussion only applies to all-out race boats.
These are my OPINIONS only and as such, they are certainly open to debate and refutation by
those much smarter than I.
I offer them for your consideration and contemplation to try, as you may deem prudent and
necessary. If these principles don’t work for you, please accept my apologies now. My intention is not to
mislead anyone.
RUDDER “CASTER”
Rudder caster, refers to the forward or rearward inclination of the rudder pivot.
The term is borrowed from automotive front alignment “caster angle”, which is the forward or
rearward tilt of the steering upper and lower pivot points.
Positive caster is when the top of the pivot is rearward of the bottom pivot. A bicycle fork is a good
example of positive caster.
Negative caster is when the top of the pivot is forward of the lower pivot or forward of vertical.
This is where the similarity with cars ends.
When discussing rudder caster angle, it is the angle between the rudder pivot centerline (with the
boat at running attitude or running angle of attack) and a vertical line.
Let’s call positive rudder caster the same as automotive caster whereby the top of the rudder pivot
is rearward of the bottom of the pivot. (The rudder is kicked under the boat)
We will limit this discussion to straight sided, wedge rudders, one single rudder on the transom.
We will also discuss turn fins, as the rudder can at times, help or hinder the fin.
Normally, we may think that the rudder merely causes the boat to turn. This may be true, but it is
not that simple! A rudder causes other effects and dynamics on both hydros and monos that must be
understood in order to effectively tune or dial-in your boat.
Understanding rudder and turn fin dynamics can also help you to diagnose and correct
undesirable actions of your boat.
It becomes necessary before continuing, that we discuss “drag”, water “lift” and what we will call
“dig-in”, so that we establish a vocabulary of terms with which to describe as simple as possible in
layman’s terms, what occurs from rudder and fin action.
Visualize the rudder caster grossly negative with the rudder bottom kicked back at a 45° angle.
Now turn the rudder either way 90°. It should be obvious that the rudder drag will induce lift on the rudder
bracket and transom. The lift will occur at the rudder pivot.
A rudder set-up like this would severely lift the transom as the rudder was turned.
If the rudder was off centerline of the transom (as it should be to get out of the prop wash or
rooster-tail and operate in clean water), this lift would be on the right or left corner of the transom,
depending on which side the rudder was located. This would cause the boat to roll to the side opposite
the rudder position on the transom.
Now, let’s visualize the opposite scenario – The rudder has grossly positive caster, the rudder
bottom is kicked forward 45°, under the boat, lower pivot forward of upper pivot.
It should again be obvious if the rudder was turned 90°, it would dig in like a plow! This would be
severe drag and would tend to “tuck-in” or hold down the transom on the rudder side, in the turns.
The reaction of the boat from rudder drag with other than zero caster, is from the rudder (up or
down, depending on + or - caster) in a straight line forward and about the boat CG (center of gravity)
which is the fulcrum, or pivot point about which the boat rolls.
Now you may see why rudder placement on the inside or outside of the transom will affect the roll
of the boat in a turn.
Inside or outside of the transom, refers to the turn direction of the course. In model boats, inside
is the right side, as they race clockwise. In full-scale boats, inside is the left side, as they race
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counterclockwise. Turn direction of an oval boat race course is determined by the direction the prop
revolves. As viewed from the rear model props rotate counterclockwise, full-scale boats rotate clockwise.
The turn direction is an effort to neutralize the torque roll of the boat caused from the engine rotation.
Now that we see the rolling effect of a grossly + or – caster rudder, we must realize that this
dynamic still occurs, but at a proportionally reduced rate, as the caster angle approaches zero. At zero
caster, there is no roll effect as the rudder is turned. This may or may not be a good thing. As you may
soon see, sometimes it may be desirable to induce roll from a rudder! However, zero caster is how most
rudders are set-up and should be the starting point when dialing-in or tuning your race boat.
IF YOUR BOAT RUNS AND TURNS GREAT – DON’T MESS WITH THE RUDDER!
HOWEVER – if your boat exhibits undesirable characteristics, you may be able to correct and
optimize them with rudder placement and small caster angles of 5° or less. Negative, or kicked back, is
better than positive, or kicked forward.
It is seldom necessary to exceed 5° caster in either direction. If your boat runs well with a lot of
rudder caster, there are other problems with the boat that need to be addressed. Inducing drag to fix a
turning problem is not the way to excel.
SOME CAR TALK
Oval track race cars utilize a similar principle of one wheel affecting the diagonally opposite wheel
to reduce or increase body roll in a turn. This is done by adjusting the weight on the wheels with jack
screws on the coil springs.
“Jacking” a spring on a race car, increases the weight carried by that wheel and the diagonally
opposite wheel. This also reduces the weight on the other two wheels an equal amount.
Car racers call this “wedge” or “cross” and is the most adjusted component used to dial-in a car at
a particular track and surface.
You may have watched a NASCAR race on TV and seen a pit member “add a turn”, or “take out
a turn” on the jack screw over a rear wheel during a pit stop. As weight is jacked down or increased on
the left rear or right front, it makes the car “tighter” by inducing understeer. As weight is jacked out of
these wheels, it “loosens up” the car by inducing oversteer.
Even though “cross” or “wedge” does not apply to boats directly, the diagonal dynamic is what I
want you to visualize.
BACK TO BOATS
Even with zero caster, the rudder will exhibit a lifting dynamic because of the drag on the rudder
blade, even when straight ahead. This is not usually noticeable on hydros, but is super important on
monos.
An overly deep rudder on a mono will in effect, act the same as a down trim tab in front of the
rudder. This effect is more noticeable on smaller, lighter boats (.21 flat bottom monos) with no trim tabs.
Mono rudders should be as short as possible and still turn tight.
In my opinion, trim tabs are a tuning crutch which is a convenient means of dialing-in a mono, but
at the expense of more drag. None of my monos ever had trim tabs. I trimmed their running and turning
attitude by lengthening or shortening the rudder (I had multiple identical rudders differing only in length,
which could be changed quickly. In extreme cases, some bottom re-work was necessary in the last 4
inches before the transom. (This area should be dead-flat bow-to-transom, parallel with keel or have a
slight hook of a few thousandths in a 3-4 inch length on the right side to flatten torque roll to the right.)
To make a flat bottom mono turn fast, it must turn FLAT. Monos tend to bank themselves in a
turn, which creates more drag and slows it down. Monos also tend to blow the prop out of the water in
the turns, which can hook a chine and spin it out suddenly.
Positive rudder caster (rudder kicked forward under the boat) on a mono can hold the prop down
in a turn, but should be tried gradually and judiciously. Usually, just a little negative or zero caster works
best on monos.
Mono rudders should usually be on the inside (right side of transom) because we want to try to
roll the boat counterclockwise in the turn to counteract the normal tendency to bank into the turn.
The turn fin on a mono should be as far back as possible without hooking the boat in a fast turn.
This is a problem if you want to put the fin on the keel because the stuffing box is in the way. So, the fin
must be offset to one side. WHICH side?
The intuitive choice would be the inside, or right side, which in the case of monos, is correct. To
explain why, we must talk about water spray lift.
WATER SPRAY LIFT AND DRAG
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Water spray from the turn fin, prop, sponsons and transom, if it hits any part of the boat, is DRAG
and usually LIFT.
If you doubt this, hold your hand out the back of a ski boat into the spray from the transom. It
feels like almost the same drag if you had stuck your hand over the side into the water!
A LOT of water is thrown off the outside (referring to outside of turn direction) of a turn fin in a
hard turn. It is extremely important to realize this and know that wherever the water hits the boat or fin
bracket, it is causing drag and lift at that point on the boat, pivoting around the Center of Gravity.
Normally, we don’t want this lift, but in certain instances it can and has been used to serve a
purpose. We for sure don’t want to gain any lift in the turn fin area of an outrigger with the fin mounted on
the inside sponson! This could easily blow the fin out in the turn!
However, consider the case of a conventional hydro - - say an old Hughey of 35 years ago that
dominated IMPBA competition for several years. Ed Hughey mounted the fin under the tunnel, on the left
or outside! Intuitiveness, said that would not work, EVERYONE had the fins on the INSIDE, starboard or
right side.
Well - - what happened was, it not only worked fine, it caused these boats to turn FLAT and tight
at wide open throttle! The fins were not canted or angled and they did not unhook! What I think was
happening was the spray off the left side of the fin hit the bottom of the tunnel on the outside (left) of the
hull and caused lift at that point which offset the tendency to roll counterclockwise in a tight turn! This
made the Hugheys turn tight and flat.
So, if the turn fin is mounted under the center section of an outrigger, it need not be canted and
should be on the LEFT side! The problem with doing this on an outrigger, is that the center section is not
wide enough to allow the fin to be offset very much until the spray would completely miss the bottom and
blow out the left side, eliminating the desired lift-roll.
On a mono, however, we want the opposite roll, counterclockwise. We want to reduce the
tendency to bank into the turn, so we want the turn fin spray to lift the RIGHT side of a mono.
This explains the above correct choice of usually placing a mono turn fin on the right (starboard)
side.
Part 2 in the next Issue will include; hydro rudder placement, outdrives and steerable struts, prop walk,
aligning the fin

NZMPBA 2009 Calendar of Events
Date

Event

Venue

May 3
May 23 and 24

Wellington Club Day Offshore
SUHA Scale Hydro Regatta Round 4 + MMPBC Club
Champs
May 30 and 31
Queens Birthday Regatta
June 20
Hamilton Offshore
August 2
Wellington Club Day Offshore
August 9
Speed Runs
August 29
Taupo Offshore
October 3
Picton Offshore
October 4
Speed Runs
October 11
Marathon Race
November 21
Tauranga Offshore
December 13
Comm meeting
See Website for entry form downloads as they become available.
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Wellington, Hutt River
Auckland
Blenheim
Hamilton Lake
Wellington, Hutt River
Blenheim, Diversion
Taupo
Picton
Blenheim, Diversion
Huntly
Tauranga
TBC

Application for New and Continuing Membership
NZMPBA #
Name:
Address:
Phone numbers
Home:
Work:
Mobile:
E-mail:
DOB / Age:
Occupation:
Signed………………………………………..Date:………………………………….

Subscription Fee Structure
Senior Membership
Family Membership
Junior Membership
Full Time Student
Senior Citizen

(Financial year starts 1st January each year)
Full Rate $40.00
Full Rate for 1st Senior member, 50% of full rate for
each other family member living at the same address.
50% of full rate for upto 20 years of age.
50% of full rate.
50% of full rate for 65 + years of age.

Only one set of mail will be sent to a family group membership but each member will
have an individual registration / race number and have full voting rights.
First time / New memberships.
st
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1 July each year will only pay 50% of the
applicable rate above.
st
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1 October each year would be at the full
correct applicable rate BUT will also be valid to include the next full financial year.

Amount enclosed $
(cheque, cash, direct credit) delete as required. Please circle the
membership type you are joining under.
Return form and subs to:
NZMPBA Treasurer:
Kerry O’Reilly
253B Taharepa Road

Taupo
Ph 07 3767524
Fax 07 3767525
Email tanimoff@xtra.co.nz
Payment may be made by direct credit to BNZ 02 0600 0007986 00 instead of including with posted
form or emailed form. Be sure to include your name and note you are a new member or if an
existing member include NZMPBA race # to identify payee.
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